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Airport Ranger volunteer Stacy Broussard expected a peaceful Saturday morning ride around the

perimeter of Houston's airport. What she encounters instead is a brutal homicide and a baffling

mystery. Next to the body is an injured dog, the dead man's motorcycle, and a drone armed with a

laser capable of taking down a 747. Though FBI Special Agent Alex LeBlanc sees a clear-cut case

of terrorism, his past has taught him to be suspicious of everyone, even witnesses. Even

bleeding-heart veterinarians like Stacy. But when her gruesome discovery is only the first in a string

of incidences that throw her life into a tailspin, Alex begins to wonder if Stacy was targeted. As a

health emergency endangers Stacy's community, and the task force pulls in leads from all

directions, Alex and Stacy must work together to prevent another deadly encounter.
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This is the best novel yet that includes nail-biting suspense and intrigue unlike ever before from this

authorâ€™s pen! I have read all of DiAnn Mills FBI themed books, but this one is top of the charts, if

not off the charts! The author has always written very suspense-filled stories that are crafted after

she has truly done a marvelous job of researching, so the story is authentic in many places. Here is

story of an Airport Ranger who is actually a full-time vet, but volunteers to ride her horse and ride a

perimeter route to make sure Houstonâ€™s airport is safe. However, unlike any of Stacyâ€™s

previous rides, she comes upon a body and discovers a drone. When the FBI agents show up, one

of them makes her feel as though she is a suspect and he canâ€™t believe she is as innocent as



she appears. Special Agent Alex has had a bad experience in his professional line of work that has

soured him towards believing any woman who claims she is innocent.Stacy is a vet who has been

at odds with her parents for years and is trying to adopt an 11-year-old young man whose IQ makes

talking to him seem like he is an adult. Whitt is the young man who has captured Stacyâ€™s heart

and it is felt both ways by the characters. Living in a rundown neighborhood and trying to adopt this

young man is one Stacyâ€™s hearts desires. Stacy also wants to be reunited with her parents after

being estranged for so long so she slowly tries to bind up the broken family relationship with short

weekly calls. Now, Stacy is deathly ill and so are some of those in her neighborhood. If they

donâ€™t find a serum to aid the sick or the right combination of antibiotics, some are going to

die!The race heats up quick as the FBI hunts down the source of the illness and the drones sent by

nefarious people.
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